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INFORMATION FOR THE PRESS  
 
Polaris Holding Company Press Conference – March 1, 2018  
 
CEO Statement: Repair Work and Service Interruption for the City of 
Hamilton Docks - March 11-18 -  2018  
Warren Jones, Chief Executive, Polaris Holding Company  
 
What will happen?  
 
From Sunday March 11 until March 18, the Corporation of Hamilton has contracted East 
End Asphalt to undertake critical repairs to the surface of the Dock roadway. We are 
advised that the process of returning the dock roadway to a standard that will allow for 
the safe operation of our heavy equipment will take seven days, weather permitting.   
 
We understand the significant impact this will have on the people of Bermuda, in 
particular the importers, and shippers, and regret the strain this will have on the flow of 
goods for that week, but the conditions of the dock have degraded to such a level that 
the risk to our staff is significant. I am left with no alternative to take this position to 
ensure their safety. I am hopeful that the people of Bermuda understand that human 
lives are our primary concern.  
 
Why is it necessary? 
Stevedoring is consistently ranked among the most dangerous industries for workers.  
Fatalities and injuries in the industry have dropped year over year and that is due to an 
increased emphasis on understanding, identifying and mitigating risk.  Stevedoring 
Services Limited prides itself on its safety record and a claims-to-value record which for 
the nine months of the present fiscal year stands at $18,000 against nearly 35,000 
containers and loose cargo, representing less than a 1/50th of 1% claim rate.  
 
Our Company has invested in training our entire team to enhance health and safety 
standards with 100% of staff certified by the Caribbean Maritime University in 
Occupational Health and Safety.  Our policies, procedures and technology have 
continued to improve along with our efficiency on the dock.  It would be contrary to 
everything that we have been trying to achieve to delay these repairs any further. The 
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safety of staff, safeguarding of cargo and protection of the equipment is the rationale 
behind our decision.  
 
Why now?  
Stakeholders have expressed concern about the timing of the work; we share the 
concern that this would be so disruptive to our work schedule.  However, our concerns 
have been consistently expressed since March 2017. And while management and staff 
has been expressing concern regarding the work surface, it has steadily decayed 
underneath them while they continued to work.  
 
How has this happened? 
While there has been work on the crane pad and patch work on the roadway, there has 
been no major work done on the roadway during my 4 years.  
As a result, there has been significant degradation of the surface through the wear and 
tear of our heavy equipment. We are pleased that the work is going to finally be 
completed and trust that this will ensure that no accident or injury occurs as a result of 
the work surface.  
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HAMILTON DOCKS PAVING CHRONOLOGY 
 
 
COH QUARTERLY MEETING 
 
06 February 2017 Further to the previous meeting WJ reported that the pot holes were 
repaired two weeks ago. PC added that the speed bump was also done.   
 
SSL SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMITTEE MEETING 
 
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 2017     Surface of the Runway – JD reported of the uneven surface 
on the runways by the top loaders which is causing problems with the driver’s backs, as 
there is no seat suspension on the machines.  WJ proposed that the members of the 
Committee should have a conversation with the drivers to determine if there is a 
problem. 
 

TUESDAY APRIL 18 2017   Holes On the Runway – Further to the previous meeting, JD 

reported there were holes near the reefer stack and three sinks near the X- Ray machine.  WJ 

will inform Earl Francis (COH) of the exact location of the problem areas.   

 
COH MEETING - FRIDAY, MAY 12TH, 2017   Further to the previous meeting, EF received 
a quote for $8k for the pothole repairs. If the work is approved, then it will commence as 
soon as it is feasible for everyone.   
 
 
SSL SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING - WEDNESDAY, JULY 19TH, 2017 Holes On the 
Runway – Further to the previous meeting, KW added that the hole was patched up, but 
the ground has sunk again and needs to be repaired. 
 
AMERICA’S CUP EXPORTS – JULY – SEPTEMBER 
 
 
SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING MINUTES – 16 OCTOBER 2017 - Sinking of the Runway 
– EB reported that Earl Francis will schedule the paving of the runway during the same 
time as the crane pad repair. 
 
 
SSL SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING - TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17TH, 2017 Holes On the 
Runway – Further to the previous meeting, WJ added that the Corporation did a 
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walkabout on the docks to look at the holes and this will be raised in the next quarterly 
meeting with the Corporation this week.   
 
 
COH MEETING - WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18TH, 2017 Further to the previous meeting, WJ 
asked if the pothole repairs would be carried out in the new COH budget.  EF advised that 
East End Asphalt was concerned when the work is completed, then it should not be used 
immediately after it is repaired.  EF stated there are three areas of the runway that 
require attention; (i) south of the x-ray machine; (ii) east of the x-ray machine and (iii) 
container B stack.  WJ asked PC and EF to coordinate the dates/times with East End 
Asphalt for the work to be carried out. He noted that a Friday might be the best day of the 
week. 
 

SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 30 OCTOBER 2017 - Sinking of the Runway – EB 
reported that he had spoken to Earl Francis who is still waiting to schedule the men for 
the work. 
 

SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 20 NOVEMBER 2017 - Sinking of the Runway – EB 
advised that after a further discussion with Earl Francis on Friday; the work will 
commence in 2018.  WJ added that he recommended that it may require closure of the 
dock on a Friday, so that work could commence on a weekend to complete the work. 
 

SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 8 JANUARY 2018 - Sinking of the Runway – Further to 
the previous meeting, EB reported the Corporation indicated that the work was due to 
start in January.  WJ advised that he will follow up with Earl Francis when he returns to 
the office on January 25th. 
 
 
From: Warren W. Jones  

Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 10:03 AM 
To: 'Patrick Cooper'; Ian Stewart 

Cc: Berkeley, Eric; Wilkinson, Kim 

Subject: Paving of Runway 

 
Good morning Patrick and Ian, you may recall that the runway was promised to be paved “in the next 
budget year”. In this regard, we have been holding out and encouraging our drivers that it would be 
dealt with. They have now expressed grave concern about their safety as the potholes are larger and a 
significant concern when carrying loads. 
 
Can you please advise when we can expect it to be addressed. Please note that in the interest of safety 
and getting it done, we are willing to go ahead and pay for it and seek reimbursement after. Can you 
please advise on this at the earliest so that we might communicate back to them. We don’t want his to 
become a point of escalation. 
 
Thanks. Warren 
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From: Ian Hind [mailto:ihind@cityhall.bm]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 11:55 AM 

To: Warren W. Jones 
Subject: FW: Paving of Runway 

 
Good morning Warren, 
I’d like to meet you on site to agree the area to be asphalted.  Please call me so we can arrange a 
suitable date, preferably early next week. Ps, I think you emailed the wrong ‘Ian’….. 
Regards, 
 
 
Ian Hind 
 
Senior Engineer 
City of Hamilton 
Tel: 292-1234 Ext. #275 

 
 
From: Warren W. Jones  

Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 4:23 PM 

To: 'Ian Hind' 
Cc: Berkeley, Eric 

Subject: RE: Paving of Runway 

 
Good afternoon Ian, apologies for not getting back to you sooner. I have been in meetings all day. It 
would be best for you to meet with Eric who knows exactly the areas which need to be addressed. By 
copy he can advise of a good time next week for you to meet. 
 
That other Ian is my counterpart on the Port in Barbados. I will be interested to see how he responds to 
that e-mail…. ☺ 
 
Warren 

 
SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 15 JANUARY 2018 - Sinking of the Runway – Further to 
the previous meeting, EB reported that he will address this issue again with Ian Hind 
(Corporation). 
 
 
SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 5 FEBRUARY - Cracked Concrete Paving – A discussion 
ensued during which it was agreed that the paving needed to be addressed sooner 
rather than later. WJ undertook to follow up with the Corporation of Hamilton to see if 
this can be made a matter of urgency. 
 

SSL MANAGEMENT MEETING - 12 FEBRUARY 2018 - Cracked Concrete Paving– 
Further to the previous meeting, WJ reported that he has contacted the Corporation and 

mailto:ihind@cityhall.bm
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East End Asphalt and they have proposed dates in May/June to carry out the work.  WJ 
advised that the paving requires immediate attention as it is a safety issue. He is 
following up with them to determine a way forward. 
 

 
14 February 2018 
 
Mr. Ian Hind 
Senior Engineer 
The Corporation of Hamilton 
City Hall 
17 Church Street 
Hamilton.  HM 11 
 
Dear Mr. Hind, 

Urgent – Repair of Cargo Dock “Runway” 
 

You may be aware that as far back as April 2017 that SSL raised concern regarding the need 
to repave the runway (asphalt) due to safety concerns regarding the surface. In response, it 
was noted and accepted that due to budgetary constraints, the required work could not occur 
until the new budget year (January 2018).  
 
During the intervening period, the runway has deteriorated and although unsafe and 
uncomfortable, staff has maintained service with the belief that a solution would occur once 
the year rolled over. Noting at the beginning of February that there was no information 
provided to us regarding a starting date for this work, I reached out to the Ports 
Superintendent and was advised that the earliest that this work could occur would be 
May/June.  
 
In a phone conversation held on Tuesday 13 February, I was further advised that it would 
require rescheduling of the contractor in order to bring the date forward. Further, although 
in planning for the work we had always stated that it needed to occur over a long weekend 
(Friday, Saturday and Sunday) in order to avoid impacting the shipping schedule, we find 
now that the contractor is booked with no ability to accommodate a weekend request. 
Therefore, SSL would need to close for a period of three days in order for this work to occur. 
This is unacceptable. 
 
This matter has now gone beyond being a significant safety concern and recent incidents 
involving staff and equipment have highlighted the need for this to be an immediate priority. 
When one adds the time lost in recent years to correct issues with the crane pad, it is 
unreasonable to expect SSL and the shipping lines to suffer further time or financial impact 
as a result of a matter which is outside of our control but for which we have followed all 
reasonable means to have addressed.  
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As a result, I am asking if we can have this addressed over the first available weekend  so that 
it does not impact the shipping schedule. I await your response as soon as possible. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Warren Jones 
CEO 
 
c.c.    Mr. Patrick Cooper, Corporation of Hamilton City Engineer     
          Mr. Earl Francis, Ports Superintendent       
          Mr. Eric Berkeley, Stevedoring Services Limited Operations Manager     
 

 

 

 
From: Earl Francis  
Sent: Monday, February 19, 2018 8:44 AM 
To: Larry.Hodge@eeabermuda.com; Lisa Eatherley <Lisa.Eatherley@eegroup.bm> 
Cc: Ian Hind <ihind@cityhall.bm>; Anthony Darrell <adarrell@cityhall.bm>; Wilkinson, Kim 
(kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm) <kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm>; eberkeley@stevedoring.bm; Wilkinson, 
Kim (kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm) <kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm> 
Subject: Site Visit 
 
Good day Larry,  
 
SSL have asked if a quick site visit of the areas to be asphalted can be arranged prior to East End’s Friday 
arrival. 
 
Let me know. 
 
Thanks in advance,  
 
Earl Francis 
Ports Superintendent PFSO 
City of Hamilton 
  

 
From: Earl Francis [mailto:efrancis@cityhall.bm]  

Sent: Monday, February 19, 2018 1:53 PM 
To: Larry Hodge; Lisa Eatherley 

Cc: Ian Hind; Anthony Darrell; Warren W. Jones; Berkeley, Eric; Wilkinson, Kim; henrya@psplimited.com; 
sdeshields.psp@gmail.com 

Subject: RE: Site Visit 

 
Thanks for your response Larry.  
 

mailto:Larry.Hodge@eeabermuda.com
mailto:Lisa.Eatherley@eegroup.bm
mailto:ihind@cityhall.bm
mailto:adarrell@cityhall.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:eberkeley@stevedoring.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:efrancis@cityhall.bm
mailto:henrya@psplimited.com
mailto:sdeshields.psp@gmail.com
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I look forward to meeting all interested in attending at the dock pedestrian security entrance at 10am 
Tuesday (tomorrow) morning.  
 
Best regards,  
 
Earl Francis 
Ports Superintendent PFSO 
City of Hamilton 
  
 

21 February 2018 

 

Mr. Ian Hind 

Senior Engineer 

The Corporation of Hamilton 

City Hall 

17 Church Street 

Hamilton.  HM 11 

 

Dear Mr. Hind, 

Repair of Cargo Dock “Runway” – Follow Up 

 

As a follow up to my letter dated 14 February 2018 (attached), I write today to express concern following 

a site visit by East End Asphalt and the Port Superintendent yesterday to confirm the work plan for Friday 

23 February. I am dismayed to find that all of the necessary work cannot be completed this weekend and 

there will likely be the need for a further visit to complete the work. 

 

I have difficulty accepting that we have to make the best of this situation after bringing it to the attention 

of the Corporation as long ago as April 2017. Admittedly, the situation has worsened since then but it should 

not be a surprise to anyone that there would now be a requirement for additional works beyond those 

identified at that or any subsequent time since our first report.  

 

You can imagine the concern expressed by the entire industry (copied) when originally informed of the 

present situation and to this point, we have attempted to have them work with us to make the best of a bad 

situation. However, after yesterday’s turn of events, I am requesting that the Corporation host an urgent 

meeting of industry stakeholders to determine how this might best be addressed. It is also important to add 

that in my four years at SSL, the dock has not been resurfaced and patchwork has been the extent of the 

attention paid to this matter. 

 

This is presently a critical safety and health issue and also affects the condition of our machines and 

threatens any cargo that we carry. It borders on irresponsible to expect us to close this weekend and return 

on Monday to still face many of the same issues I have brought to your attention in the past. I suggest that 

an urgent solution needs to be put forward involving all stakeholders.  

 

I look forward to hearing from you before the end of the day today so that we might plan our way forward 

in the best interests of all. 

 

Sincerely, 
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Warren Jones 

CEO 

 

c.c.    Mr. Edward Benevides, COO, Corporation of Hamilton 

          Mr. Patrick Cooper, Corporation of Hamilton City Engineer     

          Mr. Earl Francis, Ports Superintendent       

          Mr. Eric Berkeley, Stevedoring Services Limited Operations Manager  

          Mr. Chris Furbert, President, Bermuda Industrial Union 

          BIU Portworkers Division 

          Joint Carriers of Bermuda 

          HM Customs 

          Truckers 

          The Hon. Walton Brown, JP, MP, Minister responsible for the Municipalities 

          Mrs. Cheryl Hayward-Chew, Chairman, Polaris Holding Company Ltd.    

 

 
From: Edward Benevides [mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm]  

Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2018 8:50 AM 
To: Warren W. Jones; Ian Hind 

Cc: Patrick Cooper; Berkeley, Eric; Wilkinson, Kim; Shipping Agents; Meyer Freight; Tjerk Neijmeijer 
(tneijmeijer@csm.bm); Truckers; Smith, LaVerne; Trott, Chyann; Pearman, Lucinda; Walton Brown; 

Mayor Charles Gosling; Brown, Walton D .; Azhar, M. Rozy; Cheryl Hayward-Chew; Earl Francis; BIU; 
Linda Amaral 

Subject: RE: 180221 Dock Paving Follow Up 

 
Warren, I find the tone and content of the letter to be estranged from the tone and minutes of the 
meetings held directly with SSL over 2017.  The issues around the topic have always been either budget 
or timing. The latter has two moving parts SSL and East End Asphalt. I will not be able to make this 
impromptu meeting called for today but will make myself and our team available at the earliest 
opportunity. 
I will respond to the letter in specific in writing.  
regards 
 
Edward E Benevides JP, CISA, FILM, MMC 
Chief Operating Officer & Secretary 
Corporation of Hamilton 
Telephone: 441-292-1234 ext202 
Website:  www.cityofhamilton.bm 

  

mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm
mailto:tneijmeijer@csm.bm
http://www.cityofhamilton.bm/
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From: Warren W. Jones [mailto:wjones@stevedoring.bm]  
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2018 9:06 AM 
To: Edward Benevides <ebenevides@cityhall.bm>; Ian Hind <ihind@cityhall.bm> 
Cc: Patrick Cooper <pcooper@cityhall.bm>; Berkeley, Eric <eberkeley@stevedoring.bm>; Wilkinson, Kim 
<kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm>; Shipping Agents <Agentsmailgroup@stevedoring.bm>; Meyer Freight 
<FreightTeam@meyer.bm>; Tjerk Neijmeijer (tneijmeijer@csm.bm) <tneijmeijer@csm.bm>; Truckers 
<Truckersmailgroup@stevedoring.bm>; Smith, LaVerne <lvsmith@gov.bm>; Trott, Chyann 
<cttrott@gov.bm>; Pearman, Lucinda <lpearman@gov.bm>; Walton Brown 
<walton@researchmix.com>; Mayor Charles Gosling <mayor@cityhall.bm>; Brown, Walton D . 
<wdbrown@gov.bm>; Azhar, M. Rozy <mazhar@gov.bm>; Cheryl Hayward-Chew 
<CherylC@meyer.bm>; Earl Francis <efrancis@cityhall.bm>; BIU <biu@stevedoring.bm>; Linda Amaral 
<Lamaral@stevedoring.bm> 
Subject: RE: 180221 Dock Paving Follow Up 
 
Good morning Ed, my tone is the result of being under the impression/understanding that based on our 
meetings throughout 2017 that the Corporation understood the seriousness of the situation we were 
working with. We accepted that the work could not be done until the new budget year (January). 
However, January came and went and we heard nothing from the Corporation. In February when I 
reached out to find out when it would be done, we were told not until May/June due to other work 
priorities that the pavers have to do for the Corporation.  
 
We are then prioritized for immediate consideration this weekend and then find that the required work 
cannot be completed within the timeframe given. Most importantly this impacts the safety of my staff 
who have worked in these conditions for almost a year.  
 
I welcome a discussion as soon as possible. 
 
Warren 
 

 

On Feb 23, 2018, at 8:57 AM, Edward Benevides <ebenevides@cityhall.bm> wrote: 
Good Morning Warren I sent the meeting request to you at 4 pm yesterday as agreed.  Not sure why this 
email is being addressed back to me unless you did not get the outlook invitation but you responded this 
morning to that same email so you must have received it. 
  
Edward E Benevides JP, CISA, FILM, MMC 
Chief Operating Officer & Secretary 
Corporation of Hamilton 
Telephone: 441-292-1234 ext202 
Website:  www.cityofhamilton.bm 
  

mailto:wjones@stevedoring.bm
mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm
mailto:ihind@cityhall.bm
mailto:pcooper@cityhall.bm
mailto:eberkeley@stevedoring.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:Agentsmailgroup@stevedoring.bm
mailto:FreightTeam@meyer.bm
mailto:tneijmeijer@csm.bm
mailto:tneijmeijer@csm.bm
mailto:Truckersmailgroup@stevedoring.bm
mailto:lvsmith@gov.bm
mailto:cttrott@gov.bm
mailto:lpearman@gov.bm
mailto:walton@researchmix.com
mailto:mayor@cityhall.bm
mailto:wdbrown@gov.bm
mailto:mazhar@gov.bm
mailto:CherylC@meyer.bm
mailto:efrancis@cityhall.bm
mailto:biu@stevedoring.bm
mailto:Lamaral@stevedoring.bm
mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm
http://www.cityofhamilton.bm/
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From: Warren W. Jones [mailto:wjones@stevedoring.bm]  
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 9:02 AM 
To: Edward Benevides <ebenevides@cityhall.bm> 
Cc: Ian Hind <ihind@cityhall.bm>; Patrick Cooper <pcooper@cityhall.bm>; Berkeley, Eric 
<eberkeley@stevedoring.bm>; Wilkinson, Kim <kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm>; Shipping Agents 
<Agentsmailgroup@stevedoring.bm>; Meyer Freight <FreightTeam@meyer.bm>; Tjerk Neijmeijer 
(tneijmeijer@csm.bm) <tneijmeijer@csm.bm>; Truckers <Truckersmailgroup@stevedoring.bm>; Smith, 
LaVerne <lvsmith@gov.bm>; Trott, Chyann <cttrott@gov.bm>; Pearman, Lucinda <lpearman@gov.bm>; 
Walton Brown <walton@researchmix.com>; Mayor Charles Gosling <mayor@cityhall.bm>; Brown, 
Walton D . <wdbrown@gov.bm>; Azhar, M. Rozy <mazhar@gov.bm>; Cheryl Hayward-Chew 
<CherylC@meyer.bm>; Earl Francis <efrancis@cityhall.bm>; BIU <biu@stevedoring.bm>; Linda Amaral 
<Lamaral@stevedoring.bm> 
Subject: Re: 180221 Dock Paving Follow Up 
 
Ed if you note my send time it was sent yesterday not this morning. 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
  

From: Edward Benevides [mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm]  
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 9:45 AM 

To: Warren W. Jones 

Cc: Patrick Cooper; Ian Hind; Mayor Charles Gosling 
Subject: RE: 180221 Dock Paving Follow Up 

 
Good Morning Warren it appears that you wish to continue the discussion in public which may fit some 
agenda I am not aware of however, I do not find it useful or appropriate. 
 
Your tone as I explained was completely out of left field because based on the minutes and discussions 
of 2017 it was clear that the work would be budgeted and a coordinated effort was to happen to allow 
for the work to be done at the earliest opportunity in 2018 given the variables of EEA and SSL/Docks. 
As I have been informed EEA had been in discussions with the CoH and a date of May /June had been 
suggested. I also understand that EEA was not able to work in the city in January though it been 
originally discussed.  
  
You informed me yesterday that you had not been kept updated by our representative at the weekly 
berthing meeting on the suggested timeframe of the work and so you made inquiries as to the schedule 
plan on February 14th.  
We apologise for and will deal with the issue of poor communication internally, but I would remind you 
that we have made it very clear that should you not get a timely or appropriate response to any of your 
questions or concerns you were to escalate directly to the City Engineer and/or myself so that we could 
get the situation clarified and or resolved, and avoid any miscommunication. 
In our discussion yesterday (the first this year) you advised you emailed the city engineer last week who 
is off island and then you emailed the senior engineer who responded that he had arranged work to be 
done on Friday February 23rd and the dock would be left to cure for two days with work commencing 
Monday.  
 

mailto:wjones@stevedoring.bm
mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm
mailto:ihind@cityhall.bm
mailto:pcooper@cityhall.bm
mailto:eberkeley@stevedoring.bm
mailto:kwilkinson@stevedoring.bm
mailto:Agentsmailgroup@stevedoring.bm
mailto:FreightTeam@meyer.bm
mailto:tneijmeijer@csm.bm
mailto:tneijmeijer@csm.bm
mailto:Truckersmailgroup@stevedoring.bm
mailto:lvsmith@gov.bm
mailto:cttrott@gov.bm
mailto:lpearman@gov.bm
mailto:walton@researchmix.com
mailto:mayor@cityhall.bm
mailto:wdbrown@gov.bm
mailto:mazhar@gov.bm
mailto:CherylC@meyer.bm
mailto:efrancis@cityhall.bm
mailto:biu@stevedoring.bm
mailto:Lamaral@stevedoring.bm
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The difference that has been made clear to me is expectations. It appeared from your comments 
yesterday that you had expected that all the affected areas would be able to be completed but  this was 
not confirmed with the senior engineer. You had that expectation because of the discussions at the 
briefing meetings and the visual evidence of attending the dock by our representative. The senior 
engineer had no information on how much work was needed and a meeting of SSL (Kim and Eric) EEA ( 
Larry) and CoH (Earl) on Tuesday this week that the area to be replaced was larger than could be 
accomplished on Friday and that an additional time would be needed to complete the entire affected 
area.  Given that the curing of Saturday and Sunday was a critical path issue only what could be 
accomplished on Friday would be completed this weekend, because the dock was needed back in 
service on Monday. 
 
You have asked for a meeting of the entire group of stakeholders though in my opinion the group was ok 
for information dissemination but too large for a decision but as I said yesterday that would be your call. 
I have already received calls from trucking persons asking what they can contribute as they get told 
when the dock is open or closed no different from this weekend or work team meetings etc.   
EEA can advise how much more time is needed to complete the remaining areas. 
 
Hopefully the meeting this morning will focus on a supportable work schedule to complete today’s 
efforts. 
regards 
 
Edward E Benevides JP, CISA, FILM, MMC 
Chief Operating Officer & Secretary 
Corporation of Hamilton 
Telephone: 441-292-1234 ext202 
Website:  www.cityofhamilton.bm 
 

 
From: Edward Benevides [mailto:ebenevides@cityhall.bm]  

Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 8:52 AM 
To: Warren W. Jones 

Subject: RE: 180221 Dock Paving Follow Up 

 
Yes, I did note the time and since it was about a half hour after I sent out the meeting request was why I 
asked the question.  Your entire approach to this issue has raised a number of concerns particularly as to 
agendas and priorities, so to be clear we will be more specific in responses and other communications.  
 
I will reiterate our previous statement that any issue of importance to you that you do not get a 
response from the Ports Superintendent or the engineering team or the response you feel is not 
adequate I expect to be contacted directly.  
 
Currently your emails are all being swept into our spam filtering, we are working on correcting the 
situation. 
regards 
 
Edward E Benevides JP, CISA, FILM, MMC 
Chief Operating Officer & Secretary 
Corporation of Hamilton 

http://www.cityofhamilton.bm/

